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Abstract: Habitat degradation, mostly caused by human impact, is one of the key drivers of biodiversity loss. This is a global problem, causing a decline in the number of pollinators, such as
hoverflies. In the process of digitalizing ecological studies in Serbia, remote-sensing-based land
cover classification has become a key component for both current and future research. Object-based
land cover classification, using machine learning algorithms of very high resolution (VHR) imagery
acquired by an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) was carried out in three different study sites on Mt.
Stara Planina, Eastern Serbia. UAV land cover classified maps with seven land cover classes (trees,
shrubs, meadows, road, water, agricultural land, and forest patches) were studied. Moreover, three
different classification algorithms—support vector machine (SVM), random forest (RF), and k-NN
(k-nearest neighbors)—were compared. This study shows that the random forest classifier performs
better with respect to the other classifiers in all three study sites, with overall accuracy values ranging
from 0.87 to 0.96. The overall results are robust to changes in labeling ground truth subsets. The
obtained UAV land cover classified maps were compared with the Map of the Natural Vegetation of
Europe (EPNV) and used to quantify habitat degradation and assess hoverfly species richness. It
was concluded that the percentage of habitat degradation is primarily caused by anthropogenic
pressure, thus affecting the richness of hoverfly species in the study sites. In order to enable research
reproducibility, the datasets used in this study are made available in a public repository.
Keywords: unmanned aerial vehicle; object-based image analysis; Orfeo ToolBox; QGIS; random
forest; hoverfly; Map of the Natural Vegetation of Europe
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1. Introduction
1.1. General Overview and Objectives of the Study
The fundamental goal of ecology has always been to maintain a high level of biodiversity. In order to fully comprehend the way an ecosystem functions, it must be understood
how dependent species are on ecological resources as their only source of survival, including, but certainly not limited to, the importance of gradual changes in habitat properties
and land coverage. The habitat condition is a set of influences acting on the natural distribution, structure, and functions of its typical species survival. A precise estimation of the
habitat condition for a biodiversity assessment with limited field observations presents a
great challenge for remote sensing [1]. Nonetheless, a comprehensive knowledge of the
habitat condition of a species’ requirements is essential in improving conservation actions
and policies [1,2].
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As habitat degradation and landscape modification are one of the key drivers of
biodiversity loss, it is of utmost importance that ecological studies are conducted at a fine
scale resolution [3,4]. To date, technologies of remote sensing and photogrammetry have
both huge potential and profitable results when it comes to different environmental [5,6],
agricultural [7], and land use [8] research. In order to support resource management
surveys and inventories, as well as to develop better and more relevant vegetation mapping
applications that could serve as a model for displaying local habitat characteristics of
species, there is an evident need for the classification of land cover maps to be more
precise [9,10]. One of the most useful and reliable ways to monitor an ecosystem’s land
coverage is through land cover maps, which indicate different types (classes) of the Earth’s
surface (e.g. forests, rivers, wetlands, etc.). Accurate land cover maps that can detect
and track transitions of the land surface over a period of time are required for science,
monitoring, and reporting [11].
However, not every remote sensing instrument has been able to provide high-resolution
data that meet the requirements of spatial ecology. Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have
become one of the most promising toolkits for ecological studies capturing landscape
habitats from a bird’s eye view [12–17]. Compared to satellite techniques, the advantage of
these systems is their ability to deliver data quickly in a very high spatial and temporal
resolution. The short time required for launching and possibility for frequent surveys,
as well as its fast data acquisition and transmission, encourage the practice of analyzing
small-sized and medium-sized fields and complex ecosystems [6,10,18,19].
There are various sources of widely used high-resolution maps, such as the panEuropean high-resolution layers, that indicate specific land cover characteristics [20]; however, none of them show vegetation types in their original natural form, such as the Map of
the Natural Vegetation of Europe (EPNV), compiled and produced by an international team
of vegetation scientists from 31 European countries over the period of 1979–2003 [21]. This
source was used for information on the potential distribution of the dominant natural
plant communities.
Habitat degradation represents a slow and often subtle deterioration in habitat condition caused by natural processes and human activities [22]. Habitat degradation, due to
agricultural intensification and urbanization, is a global problem that entails, among other
things, a decline in the number of pollinators [23–27]. The pollinator decline results in the
lack of pollination services having a negative impact on the plant diversity maintenance
and ecosystem stability. Regarding the pollinators referred to in this study, hoverflies are
the most biologically diverse families of Diptera [28], and the most important pollinators
besides bees [28–30]. As bioindicators of the ecosystem’s condition [29], hoverflies serve
as valuable model organisms in studies on both climate change and the change in landscape structure and land use [26–28,31–33]. Hoverflies occupy a wide variety of habitats,
aside from extreme conditions, such as dry areas and frozen landscapes [29,30,34]. The
hoverfly larvae can be found in a broad range of land cover types, whereas the adults are
mostly found in areas with flowers. In general, hoverfly diversity is higher in habitats
connected to mountainous forested areas, and lower in shrub, grass, open, and agricultural
areas [26,34,35]. The mobility of hoverflies varies considerably, ranging from low level
flyers, which fly less than 2 m per day, to highly mobile migratory species that exceed
2 km per day. Nonetheless, over 90% of the hoverflies are considered to be non-migratory
species [28,36], which makes the UAV measurements scale appropriate for a hoverfly
habitat condition assessment.
Publicly available datasets are important when tracking ecological changes, changes
in land cover, and its effects on species [37]. In order for UAV to become a standard toolkit
for conservation ecologists, publicly available datasets and reproducible data processing
workflows are needed. Considering all of the above mentioned, a new method was
developed for the quantification of habitat degradation linked to the species richness of
hoverflies, with the following objectives:
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1.
2.
3.

4.

Obtain very high resolution (VHR) land cover maps in three study sites using UAV
acquired imagery and the framework proposed by De Luca et al [38];
Determine the hoverfly habitat degradation coverage in the three designated study
sites using precise land cover classification and biodiversity expert knowledge;
Compare corresponding habitat degradation coverage with the difference in potential
and recent richness of hoverfly species in three study sites and evaluate its utility for
the habitat condition assessment;
Provide guidance in a state-of-the art remote sensing toolbox specifically targeting
research in spatial and landscape ecology that requires such tools. Data processing
workflows are also available in the form of free tutorials for researchers interested
in replicating the study or using the same/similar experimental settings, providing
research reproducibility.

1.2. Background
Nowadays, the ecology community is relying on newer technologies to complete its
goals of detailed land cover analysis: (UAVs). Recently, a growing number of studies have
focused on using UAVs for land cover classification [8,16,38–43]. However, most image
classification methods rely on pixel-based techniques that have limitations when it comes
to high-resolution satellite data and UAV imagery [16,43,44]. With the emergence of VHR
images, the possibility for classifying land cover types at more itemized levels has become
available. Containing high intra-class spectral variability, features in VHR images can be
easily separated based on spatial, textural, and contextual information [43]. Taking this
into consideration, pixel-based image classification is replaced with object-based image
analysis (OBIA), a new approach for managing spectral variability. In order to reduce the
intra-class spectral variability, OBIA works with groups of homogenous and contiguous
pixels (also called geographical objects; segments) with similar information to base units in
order to conduct the classification. OBIA involves both spectral and spatial information
for the classification and categorization of pixels based on their shape, texture, and spatial
relationship with the surrounding pixels [16,43–46]. In order to perform OBIA, two steps
are required: image segmentation and image classification [47]. Since this method implies
obtaining geographic information from remote sensing imagery analysis, the new term
GEOBIA (Geographic Object-Based Image Analysis) was introduced [48,49]. According
to Hay and Castilla 2008, GEOBIA is a sub-discipline of geographic information science
(GIScience), which is devoted to developing an automated method for image censoring
and analysis.
De Luca et al. (2019) demonstrated an exceptional achievement in classification
accuracy of object-based land cover cork oak woodlands using UAV imagery and an
open-source software workflow [38]. They compared two machine learning classifiers
on a small portion of the captured study area that can be applicable to the whole study
site [38]. Other researchers highlighted the importance of UAV multispectral camera and
platform capabilities to obtain more accurate results [39]. Natesan et al. (2017) used the
lightweight UAV spectrometer spectral exposure labeled ground point to determine land
cover classification [41]. Kalantar et al. (2017) presented a method that integrates the fuzzy
unordered rule induction algorithm (FURIA) into OBIA to achieve accurate land cover extraction from UAV images [43]. Horning et al. (2020) tested image classification algorithms
on UAV images obtained at different heights in two different open-source software [16].
Al-Najjar et al. (2019) applied convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to a fused digital
surface model (DSM) and UAV datasets for land cover classification [50]. Ventura et al.
(2018) showed the potential of UAVs in coastal monitoring by evaluating the suitability of
georeferenced orthomosaics and OBIA in detecting and classifying coastal features [51].
To date, the EPNV map has been used only for botanical purposes and estimations,
such as the ecological classification of Europe [52], nature conservation purposes [53], and
gap analysis [54]. Thereafter, the EPNV was applied for the classification of ecological areas
at different scales and the production and use of detailed maps of regions and countries. It
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was also used as a baseline for estimating the natural potential in Germany [55] and the
Caucasus [52], reconstructing ancient vegetation [56], and for dividing European hoverfly
species according to their habitat preferences [57].
Several studies have used UAVs for detecting [58], monitoring [59], and sampling [60]
insect species, but, reportedly, no previous study has been conducted using EPNV or UAV
classified land cover maps to draw similar conclusions regarding any group of insects. It is
known that VHR UAV images are not simple to acquire and process. Additionally, domain
knowledge is required when processing images with multiple classes, and the robustness
of the methodology needs to be addressed. Numerous works have used UAV–OBIA for
the classification of different environments [38,43,51,61–66]. Among them, several studies
provided a new methodology for quantifying habitat properties [51,66]; however, none of
them made similar attempts to determine habitat degradation derived from land cover
classification that has an impact on hoverfly species richness.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Sites
The area of Mt. Stara Planina belongs to the Carpatho-Balkanids. The geological
structure of Mt. Stara Planina shows that various morphological processes occurred under
the influence of endogenous and exogenous forces: primarily fluvial and karstic erosion
that led to the formation of diverse relief features that created the unique richness of
landscape diversity. Regarding the aspect of habitat and species diversity, this mountain
represents one of the most important and floristically and faunistically diverse parts of
Serbia and the entire Balkan Peninsula [67,68].
All three study sites belong to Mt. Stara Planina (Figure 1). Two of them, geographically and spatially near to one another, Dojkinci1 (43◦ 140 000 N; 22◦ 460 5000 E) and Dojkinci2
(43◦ 150 3300 N; 22◦ 460 3400 E), were named after a village and Dojkinačka river, which flows
through this region. The third study site is a very popular and well-known peak of Stara
Planina, known not only for its authentic name Babin zub (43◦ 220 3700 N; 22◦ 370 3300 E), but
also for the various rock formations of coarse sandstones, located at 1.758 m above sea level.
On the opposite side of this rocky mass is an environment that is under lush vegetation,
which was captured by the UAV.
In Dojkinci1 and Dojkinci2, the dominant woody species is European beech (Fagus
sylvatica). Alder (Salix) and willow (Alnus glutinosa) are found along the riverbanks, as
well as examples of low vegetation, such as ferns (Pteridium aquilinum) and Petasites,
which prefer moisture. Scrubland is heterogeneous and composed mostly of genus Rosa,
dogwood plants (Cornus mas and Cornus sanguinea), and hawthorn (Crataegus monogyna
and C. pentagyna) [67].
Babin zub is dominated by spruce (Picea abies) and fir (Abies) conifers that are spread
over slopes, whereas juniper (Juniperus sibirica) is present on the clearings. Mullein (Verbascum sp.) can reach a height of up to 2 m in these areas [67].
The climate on Mt. Stara Planina is a combination of a continental climate in the north
and the mountain climate of the Balkan mountain range in the south and south-east region.
Summers are semi-dry, with an average July temperature of 20 ◦ C and precipitation up to
70 mm, whereas the winters are short and mild [67,68].
Five vegetation belts are prevalent in this region: beech, oak, the Norway spruce,
alpine, and subalpine. In order to protect the natural and traditional values of the region,
the Serbian Government issued an official protection of Stara Planina in 1997 [67].
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zub contains elements of two vegetation types: alpine, subalpine, and oro-Mediterranean
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vegetation (A) and montane spruce and mixed spruce forests (B) [57].
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Figure 2. Flowchart of the overall methodology.
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In this study the land cover classification was carried out in complex landscape areas
(e.g., due to angle of the slope) located in three study sites in Eastern Serbia. Different land
cover classes were derived using three machine learning algorithms. The procedure of data
acquisition and the pre-processing steps were based on the work of De Luca et al. (2019).
The image processing workflow is given in Figure 2. Red arrows indicate the processes
summarized in bullet points, whereas the green ones represent the visualized output.
An UAV quadcopter type DJI Inspire 1 (SZ DJI Technology Co., Ltd., Shenzhen, China)
with Zenmuse X3 gimbal, which can support camera replacement of RGB and NDVI
(normalized difference vegetation index) modified camera, was used in this study (Table 1).
Two congruent double flight grid missions were executed at each study site with both RGB
and NDVI cameras, using the Pix4Dcapture application (Pix4D S.A., Switzerland). This
flight mission covered approximately 3–4 ha with a ground sampling distance (GSD) of
3–4 cm depending on the slope and terrain relief. Both missions contained the same flight
parameters: altitude of 90 m, 90% of front and side overlap, and camera angle facing down
at 80◦ . All field work data were acquired during the same day on all three study sites.
Image acquisition was performed in sunny and windless conditions, when the sun was in
its zenith position, in order to avoid potential shadows of high trees and shrubs.
Table 1. Technical characteristics of DJI Inspire 1, RGB, and NDVI modified cameras.
Technical Characteristics of Inspire 1
Max weight
Max take-off weight
Max flight time
Max speed
Max wind speed resistance
Max tilt angle

3060 g
3500 g
Approx. 18 min
49 mph
10 m/s
35◦
Zenmuse X3 RGB

Bands
Sensor size
Effective pixels
Lens
Field of view
Image max size

Red, Green, Blue
1/2.300
12.4M
20 mm
94◦
4000 × 3000
Zenmuse X3 NDVI

Bands
Sensor size
Effective pixels
Lens
Field of view
Image max size
Peak transmissions

Red, Green, NIR
1/2.300
12.4M
20mm
94◦
4000 × 3000
90.41% (446 nm) + 93.28% (800 nm)

After downloading, the images were processed in the photogrammetry software
Pix4Dmapper (2021 Pix4D SA, Switzerland). The software includes three main steps:
(1) initial processing, (2) point cloud and mash, and (3) digital surface model (DSM),
orthomosaics, and index. NovAtel SMART6-L GNSS SMART Antenna capable of up to 2 cm
real-time kinematic (RTK) precision was used and five ground control points (GCPs) were
inserted for each study site in order to enhance the global accuracy of final orthomosaics.
Two orthomosaics were generated per study site. One orthomosaic was produced out
of stitched images from the RGB camera and the other from an NDVI modified camera
where the blue channel is replaced with an NIR channel. It is key to consider the change
in the quality of the orthomosaic and area covered with a UAV once it is presented with
as an obstacle for gathering quality images, such as a deep slope. The results gathered
from an UAV can be limited by the slope. For example, the area coverage obtained by the
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camera mounted on the UAV can either be significantly increased or decreased depending
on the angle of the slope. The Pix4Dmapper software itself automatically generates a
DSM for each of them. Once all of the orthomosaics were gathered, initial assumptions
about the ability for UAVs to manage slopes were confirmed. Although the missions were
identical and applied equally for each site, the areas covered in Dojkinci1 and Dojkinci2
were approximately 4 ha, whereas on Babin zub, the area covered was around 8 ha. This
difference in area coverage while performing the same mission is due to the distinction and
complexity of the slope of terrains, which also influenced the result in the final output of the
orthomosaic drawing errors during the processes of image segmentation and classification.
Because of the noise-affected data, especially on the borders of the orthomosaic, and in
order to correctly process the images provided by the UAV, it was decided to process only
one part of the generated orthomosaic for the third study site, Babin zub. A rectangular
area for Babin zub, which is the central part of the orthomosaic and represents the third
study site, was marked and clipped.
Further processing until the final output was performed in QGIS software (QGIS
Development Team, 2020). Red, green, blue, and DSM channels were used from the RGB
orthomosaic. NDVI value was calculated from the NDVI camera. Each of these bands were
split and normalized to the value 0–255 and saved to 8bit. The purpose of normalization
of each band to the common values is to give each layer the same importance in order to
prevent and reduce the potential outliers in the segmentation process. Lastly, all five layers
were merged into a final orthomosaic that represented the base of OBIA operations. This
procedure was applied to all three previously mentioned study sites.
After data collection and processing outputs, the workflow can be separated into three
main steps: segmentation, classification, and accuracy assessment. They were performed
using plug-in OrfeoToolbox for QGIS software: an open-source state-of-the-art remote
sensing project developed by the French Space Agency [69]. Its extensive base of algorithms
can process high-resolution images and is accessible from different software. QGIS version
3.10.3-A Coruña and OTB 7.0 were used to perform all workflows.
2.3. Object-Based Image Detection
The object-oriented classification procedure starts with a segmentation process where
the original image is subdivided into objects based on their spectral and spatial similarities [47]. The large-scale mean-shift (LSMS) segmentation algorithm became the focus of
remote sensing community since being introduced by Fukunaga and Hostetler in 1975 and
complemented by Commaniciu in 2002 [69]. It is not considered a real segmentation algorithm itself but a nonparametric method in which each polygon assigned to a segmented
image contains the radiometric mean and variance of each band. Its application produces a
labeled artifact-free vector file where pixel neighbors whose range distance is below range
radius will be grouped into the same cluster [70,71]. The LSMS workflow procedure in
OTB includes three consecutive steps: LSMS segmentation, LSMS small regions merging,
and LSMS vectorization [71,72].
The first step is LSMS segmentation, where, on each of the merged five-layer orthomosaics, a range radius value of 3 was applied, which was carried out for all three study
sites. Range radius in OTB represents the threshold of spectral signature that relies on
Euclidean distance that is expressed in radiometry units in order to consider neighborhood
pixels for averaging [71,72]. Range radius values from 1 to 15 were tested. Changing values
of the range radius leads to the difference in numbers and sizes of segments corresponding to different objects in the image. Hence, in order to obtain clearly separated objects
that will later be assigned to different classes in the image, the range radius value was
optimized accordingly.
The spatial radius was set to default value 5, as it did not change the quality of segmentation in either of the three study sites. It should be said that evaluation and combinations
of range radius and spatial radius values should be optimized to the user’s dataset, as it is
performed by a visual interpretation by superimposing them over the orthomosaic [38].
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The second step, LSMS small regions merging, allows filtering out small segments
that are removed and replaced by a background label or merged with the adjacent radiometrically closest segment. In OTB versions after 7, this step is deprecated and will be
removed in a future OTB release.
The final step of the LSMS workflow is the vectorization of a segmented image into a
GIS vector file with no artifacts, where every polygon represents a unique segment. Each
polygon will hold additional attributes to denote the label of the original segment, size in
pixels, and each band’s mean and variance. In this study, mean values of pixels belonging
to the segmented objects in each layer (red, green, blue, NDVI, and DSM) were used as
input for the next classification step.
OTB contains several supervised and unsupervised classification algorithms, namely:
Support Vector Machine (libsvm), Boost, Decision Tree (dt), artificial neural network (ann),
Normal Bayes (bayes), Random Forest (rf), k-nearest neighbors (knn), Shark Random
Forest (sharkrf), and Shark kmeans (sharkk). In this study, three object-based supervised
algorithms were applied: Support Vector Machine (SVM), Random Forest (RF), and knearest neighbors (k-NN). Recently, efforts have been aimed at extending OTB with deep
learning algorithms [73]; however, this workflow is in the early development stage and
uses image patches instead of objects. This approach will certainly be considered in future
research and will also require extended image collection and labelling.
The SVM is a nonparametric method built on the statistical learning theory [74]. It
aims to find a hyperplane that separates a dataset into a discrete and predefined number
of classes in a fashion that is consistent with training examples. In modern research, the
SVM is common for remote sensing applications because of its ability to successfully
handle small training datasets. The parameters that define the capacity of the model are
data-driven to match both the model capacity and the data complexity in sync [75,76].
The RF is an ensemble method learning algorithm that constitutes a large number of
small decision trees (estimators) so that each tree produces its own predictions. Each tree is
developed on a bootstrapped sample of training data, and at each node the algorithm only
searches across a random subset of variables to determine a split. In a random forest, the
vector is submitted as an input for each tree, and the classification is then determined by a
majority vote [77,78].
The k-NN method assigns the class label of the k-nearest patterns in a data space
based on the idea that the nearest patterns to a target pattern, for which we seek the label,
delivers useful label information. The assignment is performed by consulting a reference
set of labeled patterns (training samples). Following this classification, various decision
strategies can then be adopted to classify the unlabeled sample. The most widely used
strategy assigns it to the class that appears most frequently within this subset [79,80].
In the study site Dojkinci1, six classes were determined, whereas in the study site
Dojkinci2 and Babin zub, there were five classes. All the land cover classes are given
in Table 2.
Table 2. Land cover classes are given in each of the study sites.
Dojkinci1

Dojkinci2

Babin Zub

Class 1—trees
Class 2—shrubs
Class 3—meadows
Class 4—road
Class 5—water
Class 6—agricultural land

Class 1—trees
Class 2—shrubs
Class 3—meadows
Class 4—road
Class 5—water

Class 1—trees
Class 2—shrubs
Class 3—meadows
Class 4—road
Class 5—forest patches *

* Forest patches indicate an early successional stage of forest and represent a degree of habitat degradation.

Selection of the Polygons for Training and Validation Set
A certain number of polygons for training and validation set were selected for all three
study sites. The classes were labeled manually with close attention to good distribution
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and an adequate number of polygons representing each of the classes. The total number of
polygons after the vectorization step and the distribution of training and validation sets for
each of the study sites are given in Table 3.
Table 3. The number of marked polygons for training and validation sets in study sites.
Dojkinci1

Dojkinci2

Babin Zub

Class

Training

Validation

Training

Validation

Training

Validation

1
2
3
4
5
6

2537
2585
2837
2487
2246
1928

744
384
502
501
571
404

2905
3205
2900
2976
2890
/

500
487
500
500
500
/

1204
1048
1200
1061
1016
/

212
190
200
200
206
/

Total

14,620

3106

14,876

2487

5529

1008

Sum of all
polygons

345,829

340,321

117,239

After the vectorization process, it was determined that both study sites Dojkinci1 and
Dojkinci2 consist of more than 340,000 polygons each. A training set was created marking
2000–3000 polygons for each of the classes for these two study sites. In addition, a validation
set was marked for every class separately and contained approximately 500 polygons. The
study site Babin zub contains 117,239 polygons in total, where 5529 polygons were marked
for the training and 1008 polygons for the validation set. To assure results repeatability,
two more partitions of training and validation sets were tested for all three classification
algorithms in all three study sites. The number and distribution of training and validation
sets, as well as precision, recall, and f-score per class for SVM, RF, and k-NN classifiers
were given in separate Tables S1–S12 in the Supplementary Materials. All these training
and validation sets were saved as separate shapefile polygons for all three study sites, and
were used to train vector classifiers in each of the study sites individually. The pertinence
of a polygon to a class was confirmed on the site.
The three most frequently used distinct classification algorithms (RF, SVM, and k-NN)
were selected [81]. The approach used in this study was based on the major findings of
authors De Luca, et al 2019. In view of the mentioned research [38], it is shown that the
default values of OTB parameters for RF and SVM classifiers yielded optimal results. In
this research, several combinations were tested for the RF classifier, whereas, for the SVM
and k-NN, default values were set. For the RF classifier, the maximum depth of a tree was
set to 15, and the minimum number of samples in each node was set to 5, which gave the
best results.
2.4. Accuracy Assessment Metrics
Accuracy assessment is a key component of mapping. It calculates the percentage
of the produced map that approaches the actual. Confusion matrices were calculated
for all three classification algorithms for each study site. OTB generated precision of
class, f-score of class, and recall of class and, finally, overall accuracies and Kappa indices
were calculated. Overall accuracy (OA) is a common approach showing what proportion
out of all the references were mapped correctly. It presents the ratio of corrected and
total prediction [82].
corrected prediction
OA =
(1)
total prediction
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The Kappa index (k) is one of the most frequently used statistics to test interrater
reliability and was introduced by Jacob Cohen in 1960 [83]. Its values range from −1 to +1.
The equation is as follows:
po − pe
k=
(2)
1 − pe
where po is the observed proportion of agreement and pe is the proportion expected
by chance [84–86].
2.5. The Map of the Natural Vegetation of Europe (EPNV)
The EPNV map represents the potential distribution of the dominant natural plant
communities at the scale 1:2.5 and 1:10 million, with hierarchically structured overall
legend. Complete coverage is provided for the present natural site potential in the form of
the current natural vegetation, which corresponds to the actual climatic conditions, soil
properties, and the native flora in the various landscapes. The EPNV map thus reflects the
diversity and spatial arrangement of the natural terrestrial ecosystems of Europe. Potential
plant communities of the EPNV map represent mixtures of land cover classes without
explicit spatial class distribution/land coverage quantification within each community.
The work achieved provides a baseline from which characteristics of the current land cover
(e.g. forests, grassland, fields, and settlements) can be determined, such as the degree
of deviation from the natural potential, as well as the degree of naturalness. The EPNV
map shows the ‘natural’ or ‘potential’ vegetation, but, to date, there is no map of actual
vegetation in sufficient detail for more precise ecology.
The EPNV [21] was used together with the UAV classified land cover maps in order to
obtain the percentage coverage of the habitat degradation in all three study sites. The map
was modified by merging similar vegetation layer types (e.g., multiple types describing
beech forests) to generate a total of 11 categories in South-Eastern Europe [57]. This enabled
better adaptability to the biological and ecological characteristics of hoverfly species. In this
study, the map of Serbia is presented (Figure 3), highlighting three study site areas captured
by an UAV belonging to three vegetation types from the above mentioned categories [57].
The categories were namely: A—Alpine; subalpine and oro-Mediterranean vegetation
and B—montane spruce and mixed spruce forests, corresponding to the study site Babin
zub, and E—beech and mixed beech forests corresponding to study sites Dojkinci1 and
Dojkinci2. The study site Babin zub belongs to the vegetation type B based on the EPNV
map. However, both vegetation types A and B are typical for the complex peaks on Mt.
Stara Planina, where the study site is located. Due to this, further analysis will consider
both vegetation types to correspond to the study site Babin zub.
The percentage coverage of each class was calculated after land cover classified maps
were obtained. Furthermore, classes from land cover classified maps that represent the
possible natural elements of habitats which correspond to the vegetation types in the
EPNV were chosen on each study site. The percentage coverage of classes that represent
the natural elements of habitats was summarized, and the sum of the rest of the classes
represents the percentage coverage of degraded habitat.
Several limitations of the EPNV map with respect to the UAV land cover classified
maps were addressed, which are related to spatial resolution and mismatch in different
approaches to defining vegetation types. Despite its limitations, it was necessary to use it
as a starting point from which the current land cover can be determined.
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Figure 3. Vegetation types in Serbia from the EPNV map: A, Alpine; subalpine and oro-Mediterranean vegetation;
B, montane
spruce and
mixed
spruce from
forests;
C,EPNV
montane
pineA,
forests;
D, subalpine
acidophilous
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2.6. Studied Hoverfly Material
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were obtained. Furthermore, classes from land cover classified maps that represent the
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hoverfly species richness was generated, based on the carefully collected and thoroughly

2.6. Studied Hoverfly Material
Potential hoverfly species richness list was extracted from the results obtained by
Miličić et al (2020) for certain vegetation types that correspond to the three study sites [57].
This list was composed based on the fact that each hoverfly species was assigned to any
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examined material. Study sites were each surveyed by transect walks each year using
a consistent census protocol [23]. Transect length was approximately 1–2 km, which
was walked at a slow pace (15 m/min) along transects, and every hoverfly observed
was recorded within a 3-m-wide area. Transects were conducted between 9.00 a.m. and
1.00 p.m. on sunny days with little or no wind. Hoverflies were either identified to
species level in the field or, if specimens could not be identified on the wing, were caught
with an entomological net and identified in the Laboratory for Biodiversity Research and
Conservation, Department of Biology and Ecology, FSUNS, led by prof. dr. Ante Vujić. The
database was previously used in some studies [26,32,57] for addressing different ecological
questions. In this study, the subset of database containing hoverfly species richness in three
sites was used. This list includes 44 hoverfly species in the study site Dojkinci1, 108 species
in the Dojkinci2, and 38 species in the study site Babin zub (Table S14).
Comparison of the potential and recent richness of hoverfly species on each of the
three study sites enables obtaining the insight into the overview of the hoverfly species
richness and their connectedness with habitat degradation.
3. Results
3.1. Accuracies of the Classification Algorithms
The validity of the produced land cover maps was estimated using confusion matrices,
the Kappa index, and the overall accuracy for all three tested classification algorithms:
SVM, RF, and k-NN (Table 4). According to Table 4, the RF classifier achieved both the
best overall accuracy and Kappa index when compared to other classifiers. Thus, only
confusion matrices for the RF classifier are given in Figure 4. Detailed information, such
as the precision, recall, and f-score per class for SVM, RF, and k-NN, is presented in
Supplementary Materials.
Table 4. Calculated overall accuracies (OA) and Kappa indices (k) for SVM, RF, and k-NN classifiers
for all three study sites.
Dojkinci1
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3.2. Land Cover Classification Maps
The following classified land cover maps (Figures 5–7) are presented for the best classification algorithm performances, which were developed with the RF classifier for all
three study sites in all cases (Figure 4). The classification was performed using six land
cover classes (trees, shrubs, meadows, road, water, and agricultural land) for the study
site Dojkinci1; five land cover classes (trees, shrubs, meadows, road, and water) for the
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For the study site Dojkinci1, the overall accuracy of the RF classification was 0.96, and
the Kappa index was 0.95 (Table 4). The map of classified land cover with a percentage
representation of each of the classes is given in Figure 5. The most dominant classes are
meadows and shrubs, ranging between 35-40%. The trees class represents approximately
9%, the agricultural land represents 5.78%, the water amounts to 5.22%, whereas the road
covers 3.74%. The shrub class presented a lower accuracy compared to the other classes.
Several objects in the meadow class were incorrectly classified as agricultural land because
of the similarities in spectral response and physiognomy of the plants in each of the classes.
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Figure 6. Map of the land cover classification for the study site Dojkinci2 obtained by RF classification algorithm.
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Figure 7. Map of the land cover classification for the study site Babin zub obtained by RF classification algorithm.
Figure 7. Map of the land cover classification for the study site Babin zub obtained by RF classification algorithm.
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this study site is estimated to be 166, whereas the number of registered hoverfly species is
only 38 (Figure 8A), which amounts to 22.9% (Figure 8B). This percentage indicates a significant decline in species richness of 77.1% (Figure 8B).
The list of protected and strictly protected species of hoverflies in Serbia was used to
determine which species are found in all three study sites. There is only one protected
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Table 5. Time duration for training vector classifiers.
Time Duration for Training [s]
SVM

RF

k-NN

Dojkinci1
Dojkinci2
Babin zub

1174.15
1399.76
154.47

4.20
4.65
1.60

1.32
1.19
0.46

Average

909.46

3.48

0.99

4. Discussion
4.1. Data Acquisition in Complex Landscapes
This section aims to evaluate the potential of UAV technology in obtaining detailed
classified land cover maps by taking into consideration various flight limitations and
complexities of the terrain, especially in the study site Babin zub.
The results show that the landscapes, although geographically near to one another,
easily pass from one class to another. The detection of such delicate changes in the ground
cover from VHR images provided by UAVs is suitable. As small-scale changes cannot
be detected at low resolutions (see Figure 3), it is important to address the possibility of
obtaining high spatial and temporal resolution UAV data that are suitable for generating
detailed land cover maps [89].
Depending on the angle of the slope, as well as the placement of the created UAV
mission and the path planning in the position of the study site, the area covered by an
UAV may be altered: it can be either increased or decreased. Uneven terrains, especially
the mountain tops, can be obstacles to photogrammetry software. These errors and the
noise caused by altitude differences during the image acquisition process significantly
limit the overall image stitching capabilities of the photogrammetry software and appear
as distortions in the final orthomosaic. The orthomosaic is generated based on the DSM.
Therefore, errors and noise that are present in the densified point cloud will be reflected
in the orthomosaic [90]. With this in mind, certain parts of the acquired UAV images
must often be modified and sometimes even discarded. Nevertheless, they are carefully
analyzed in order to make the most of the depth of field provided by the UAV. One of
the possible solutions while collecting UAV images in complex terrains is to increase the
overlap between images and to increase the number of the GCPs in order to enhance the
orthorectification and overall quality of the orthomosaic [89,91]. The study site Babin zub,
located on the top of the mountain, was demanding not only for UAV image acquisition
but also for the performances of the photogrammetry software. It is clear that the center
of the orthomosaic has a higher positional precision and accuracy than areas along the
edges, simply because they consist of more images collected along the flight path [92].
Therefore, it is highly recommended that the central part of the orthomosaic should be
chosen for further segmentation and classification procedures because it contains the least
visual artifacts and noise, due to a lack of both key points in the marginal images and
differences in terrain in complex landscape study sites. For Dojkinci1 and Dojkinci2, the
whole orthomosaic was taken for the image-processing procedure.
4.2. Segmentation, Classifier’s Optimization, and Performances
The segmentation procedure is crucial and a prerequisite for accurate classification in
OBIA. Segmentation enhancement can be carried out by adding a greater spectral range [93].
Furthermore, Husson et al. (2017) proved that classification accuracy can be significantly
improved by adding a DSM layer in the automated classification of non-submerged aquatic
vegetation [94]. Compared to the previously published research, where red, green, and
NIR bands were available and obtained NDVI and DSM [38], in this research, the blue
channel was replaced with NIR. Two flight missions were obtained with RGB and modified
NDVI cameras and there were five spectral layers in total: red, green, blue, NDVI, and
DSM (Figure 2). An appropriate range radius value during the image segmentation process
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is critical for a proper determination of classes. Optimizing the range radius value is crucial
for breaking objects or polygons into parts that will be assigned to classes, and needs to be
balanced between over and under segmentation extremes. If the segmented orthomosaic is
not fragmented enough, in the sense that it does not consist of enough polygons, it will
not be possible to separate and assign that part to the appropriate class [70]. There can
be another issue with imbalanced data sets: if there are not enough objects (polygons) for
marking the data, the classification procedure and accuracy will be inadequate [81].
From three machine learning algorithms representing different approaches—the simple search for similar samples and more complex ones that are performed on kernels
and trees—we have selected the one that provided both the best results and a good time
performance. When trained on default parameters, RF provided slightly better results than
SVM and k-NN. Taking into consideration the training as well as the run-time of the whole
image, RF was chosen as the most suitable. Small modifications of the RF classifier applied
in all three study sites provided the best classification results. Further improvements in
the land cover classification maps can be developed by adding/fixing training sets where
needed; specifically, when a classifier does not distinguish between two classes e.g., in
Dojkinci2 (Figure 6), where, next to the road, there were misclassifications of water with
shrubs. Assigning these polygons after the first training will result in a slight improvement
in the classification results [93].
The biggest challenge in all three study sites was to distinguish between trees and
shrubs and between shrubs and meadows, as they tend to resemble each other in composition, color, shape, and texture. However, as already mentioned in the study sites
section, the shrubby vegetation varied the most in species richness; therefore, marking the
different species of shrubs proved to be challenging for classification algorithm capabilities
and performances, especially in the Dojkinci1 and Dojkinci2 study sites (Figures 5 and 6).
Notably, there is a slight inconsistency in the data introduced by the presence of objects in
the orthomosaics that do not belong to any of the classes, such as rocks, landslides, and bare
ground. These small objects, mostly presented in the Dojkinci1 and Dojkinci2 study sites,
are associated with some of the designated classes; however, they constitute a negligibly
small portion in the entire orthomosaic (Figures 5 and 6). When the time performance is
considered, SVM, which is based on maximizing the margin between two different classes,
took the longest time in training processing. However, it offered a good generalization
with no prior knowledge of the data. Although the k-NN classifier performs the fastest, it
yielded a less accurate classification compared to SVM and RF (Tables 4 and 5) [88]. Finally,
RF provided the best results in terms of the accuracy of land cover classification, whereas
its time performance was satisfactory.
4.3. Potential and Recent Hoverfly Species Richness in Relation to Habitat Condition Assessment
In situ observations that were conducted over 30 years of field work registered negligible or no changes in the habitat condition and land coverage within all three study sites.
Conversely, UAV-based land cover classified maps, compared with the map of the EPNV,
show significant differences in the habitat properties.
Several studies show that the effectiveness of local biodiversity conservation management would change with landscape structure. Recently, Jovičić et al. (2017) showed
that landscape structure and land use influence species compositions of two large phytophagous hoverflies genera (Merodon Meigen, 1803 and Cheilosia Meigen, 1822) differently
in South-Eastern Europe [32]. Moreover, a study assessing the habitat quality in relation
to decreased species richness of the same two genera in Serbia over a 25-year period [33]
using CORINE land cover maps revealed that landscape structural changes, specifically
in aggregation, isolation/connectivity, and landscape diversity, were significantly correlated with species richness loss. However, the UAV classified land cover map provides
much greater precision and more details than CORINE (CLC), which greatly contribute to
obtaining more accurate results and a more realistic picture of species richness in studied
ecosystems. Furthermore, the differentiation between land cover classes is impossible with
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higher resolution layers, such as pan-European high-resolution layers, as they are merged
in more generalized layers that connect/mix land cover classes, which are important to
separate, as they are typical landscape elements that hoverflies inhabit. Although covering
large areas, the downside of the mid-resolution of CLC or other layers is that they are
unable to reveal the delicate distinction in land cover classes, such as meadows or shrubs,
whereas water, roads, and small agricultural fields are not even presented. Moreover, a
transition from one land cover class to another is less accurate at a lower resolution.
In selected study sites, habitat areas acquired with UAV maps were enough to cover
the flying areas hoverflies are taking during their lifetime. Extensive life history strategies
and a broad range of functional characteristics, specifically the degree of specialisation and
mobility, make hoverflies suitable model organisms for analysis, where habitat condition,
land cover, and land use are linked to the community functioning across several scales [36].
Observing the UAV classified land cover map of Dojkinci1 in relation to the EPNV, it
is concluded that, from the aspect of habitat significance to the hoverfly’s richness, only
trees, which would correspond to forest and water corresponding to the river, represent the
native state of vegetation and habitat (Figure 5). The other classes (shrubs, meadows, road,
and agricultural land) represent the percentage coverage of degradation of the natural
vegetation types, which is 85.44% (Figure 5). By comparing the UAV map to the EPNV, it is
evident that there is a high level of disturbance, because this study site would originally
belong to the vegetation type of beech and mixed beech forests. This mainly refers to
anthropogenic activity, such as the expansion of agricultural land, extensive deforestation,
grazing, recreation, and tourism.
In the study site Dojkinci2, comparing the UAV land cover classified map with the
EPNV shows that only trees and water belong to the elements of native vegetation and
habitat, whereas shrubs, meadows, and a road represent the degree of habitat conversion
and degradation due to human impact. Results from this investigation indicate that the
percentage of habitat degradation amounts to 60.9%. Based on the EPNV, this study site
belongs to the vegetation type of beech and mixed beech forests. However, due to changes
in land use caused by inadequate forest management and tourism, the percentage of
the native state of vegetation has decreased considerably (Figure 6). Results from this
investigation show that, in Dojkinci1, the percentage of preserved natural vegetation is
lower (14.56%) than in Dojkinci2 (39.1%) due to the difference in land use activities and
intensity of anthropogenic pressures (Figure 8C).
In the UAV classified land cover map of the study site Babin zub, only the class
of trees corresponds to both the natural vegetation type of alpine, subalpine, and oroMediterranean vegetation and to montane spruce and mixed spruce forest. All other
classes (forest patches, road, meadow, and shrubs) represent the degraded habitat, encompassing 48.84% of the surface of the study site. The percentage of forest patches, at
nearly 18% (Figure 7), is relatively high, which indicates intense (extensive) deforestation.
Other negative impacts that contribute to habitat degradation are tourism, recreation,
urbanization, and the construction of ski tracks.
Pollinator declines are most likely related to habitat destruction and degradation following agricultural intensification and urbanization [26]. Anthropogenic activities modify
and disable the habitat’s capacity to support native species that have naturally existed in an
area prior to the unmodified condition [1]. For hoverflies, activities such as deforestation,
conversion to meadows and pastures, ploughing, and tourism have an impact on their
biodiversity. The above-mentioned reduced percentage of the natural vegetation cover in
all three study sites, caused mainly by the anthropogenic pressure, resulted in a reduced
number of recent hoverfly species (Figure 8A). Moreover, selected study sites that represent
the natural habitats of hoverfly species threaten to be ruined in the near future due to
uncontrolled anthropogenic perturbations, to such an extent that they will be unable to
support and maintain the recent richness of hoverflies. When analyzing two study sites
that are geographically near, Dojkinci1 and Dojkinci2, a significant difference between the
number of recent hoverfly species, as well as the percentage of habitat degradation, is
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observed. A higher percentage of degradation and a significantly lower number of recent
species is noted in the study site Dojkinci1. This result is a consequence of more intense
influences of anthropogenic activities in Dojkinci1 compared to the study site Dojkinci2
(Figures 6 and 7).
It is a known fact that hoverflies are found near water in all types of habitats in high
percentages (80–90%). In each of the vegetation types in the EPNV map, they are mostly in
parts of the landscape such as streams, rivers, lakes, and wet and swampy habitats, and
around peat bogs (peateries) that are usually allocated in coniferous communities [30,34].
There are several reasons why a hoverfly chooses these habitats: (1) the microclimate
around and in them favors most adult hoverflies; (2) there is a greater diversity of plant
species which favors plant-related species of hoverflies, as well as a greater choice of flowers
on which adults feed on; and (3) these parts of the landscape are usually accompanied with
a partly open space, which again favors the distribution of adults because of the sunny
areas that they frequent [30]. The list of species (S13) that exist for these vegetation types
are included in all elements of the landscape. The key difference between Dojkinci 1 and 2
and Babin zub is the absence of all of the mentioned types of habitats connected to water
on Babin zub, whereas in Dojkinci, the whole area lies along the Dojkinačka river. The
influence on the reduction in the species richness on Babin zub is twofold. One reason
is the lack of aquatic habitats that support species diversity and survival [95], and the
other is the initial habitat degradation that occurred in the past due to human impact.
Analyzing the UAV classified land cover map of Babin zub, a large portion of coniferous
forests is irretrievably lost (Figure 7). Another example of habitat degradation is forests
being converted into pastures and meadows. Therefore, the decline in the number of recent
species is attributed both to human influence and to the initially smaller number of species
(potential richness) due to the absence of important landscape elements on Babin zub.
A list of protected (44) and strictly protected (33) species of hoverflies in Serbia
is compiled [87]. From that list, one protected species was registered in the study site
Dojkinci1, one protected and one strictly protected species in Dojkinci2, and none of the
protected and strictly protected species were registered on Babin zub. This matches the
percentage of habitat and species richness preservation (Figure 8).
This type of data can contribute to enhance management practices by providing
targets for restoration and improving naturalness, ecosystem conservation, and biodiversity preservation.
4.4. Publicly Available Data
One of the challenges addressed in remote sensing literature is that readers outside of
the field have a limited understanding of the discipline. Findings made by ecologists and
biologists are not limited to only their fields and should instead be applied to real-world
problems and used to benefit ecology from several different perspectives [16]. Sharing data
publicly and offering the possibility to test datasets and learn from tutorials is a strong
educational point of this research. This is a valuable ecological asset for conservation
ecologists and researchers worldwide who have a basic knowledge in acquiring UAV
remote sensing data and OBIA operations. Sharing data publicly, along with baseline
methods, while demonstrating the challenging aspects of the data, allows for finding
the best solution to a problem [96]. This level of knowledge in image segmentation and
classification can provide a detailed and yet versatile new research method for future
ecologically oriented research. As more ecologists and conservation biologists become
proficient users of remote sensing technologies, the way they collect data and answer their
research questions will be possible with more varied technologies [15].
5. Conclusions
This research shows how UAV-based technology could be employed to assess habitat
degradation and their impact on hoverflies species biodiversity. From the experimental
results and with regard to research objectives, the following is concluded:
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1.

2.

3.
4.

It is possible to obtain VHR UAV land cover classified maps in more heterogeneous
study sites, but pinpointing limiting factors of data acquired in a complex area with a
high slope of the terrain needs to be addressed;
Proposed UAV-based land cover classification, along with both the potential vegetation types obtained from the EPNV map and biodiversity expert knowledge, can be
applied in order to quantify habitat degradation in selected study areas;
The initial results of linking the quantified habitat degradation with the biodiversity
loss indicate the utility of the proposed framework;
Comprehensive supplementary materials, including image processing steps for producing the land cover classified map in the form of a video recording guidance, along
with raw data, ensure research reproducibility.

Our study focuses on land cover/use as one of the aspects of habitat condition.
Other factors, such as the weather condition and vegetation state, which are important
for understanding natural dynamics, could be examined with additional time series data
obtained from both UAV and climate models. In this sense, the presented work is a starting
point for further similar research topics and steps towards establishing methodology that
can contribute to species habitat protection, which is essential for biodiversity conservation.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/
10.3390/rs13163272/s1. Table S1: Dojkinci1 different partitions of training and validation sets,
Table S2: Dojkinci2 different partitions of training and validation sets, Table S3: Babin zub different
partitions of training and validation sets, Table S4: Precision, recall, and f-score per class for SVM,
RF, and k-NN classifiers (corresponding overall accuracy, Kappa index results presented in the
manuscript) for Dojkinci1 study site., Table S5: Precision, recall, and f-score per class for SVM,
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manuscript) for Dojkinci2 study site, Table S6: Precision, recall, and f-score per class for SVM,
RF, and k-NN classifiers (corresponding overall accuracy, Kappa index results presented in the
manuscript) for Babin zub study site, Table S7: Precision, recall, and f-score per class for SVM,
RF, and k-NN classifiers for the first repetition for Dojkinci1 study site, Table S8: Precision, recall,
and f-score per class for SVM, RF, and k-NN classifiers for the first repetition for Dojkinci2 study
site, Table S9: Precision, recall, and f-score per class for SVM, RF, and k-NN classifiers for the first
repetition for Babin zub study site, Table S10: Precision, recall, and f-score per class for SVM, RF, and
k-NN classifiers for the second repetition for Dojkinci1 study site, Table S11: Precision, recall, and
f-score per class for SVM, RF, and k-NN classifiers for the second repetition for Dojkinci2 study site,
Table S12: Precision, recall, and f-score per class for SVM, RF, and k-NN classifiers for the second
repetition for Babin zub study site, Table S13: The list of potential richness of hoverfly species for the
certain vegetation types, Table S14: The list of recent richness of hoverfly species in three designated
study sites.
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